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(54)   High power single mode semiconductor lasers and optical ampiiffiers using 2D bragg 
gratings 

(57) A waveguide (10) is provided tiaving a two- 
dimensional optical wavelength Bragg grating (20) 
ent>edded within a semiconductor laser mednim (16). 
More particularty, Itie waveguide (10) includes an active 
regon (16) sandwiched between ndoped arxJ pnioped 
cladding layers (14, 22). The two<lin>ensional Bragg 
grating (20) is formed In the active region (16). Upper 

and lower electrodes (24, 26) are defined on opposite 
sides of the cladding layers (14. 22) to complete the 
waveguide structure (10). The two-dnnensional grating 
(20) provides simultaneous frequency selective feed- 
hack for mode control in both the longibicfinal and lateral 
(firectiors. 
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Description 

1. Technical Reid 

[0001]    The present invention generally relates to s 
optical waveguides and, more particularty, to an optical 
waveguide incorporating a twoKlimensional Bragg grat- 
ing buried therein. 

2. Dfecussion 

[00Q2] Laser diodes are used in a myriad of modem 
applications such as Gommurtication8» spectroscopy, 
solid state fber lasers, fber lasers, amplifiers, and the 
lika Some desiratile laser (fiode properties for many 
applications are reliability, low-noisa. single frequency, 
single spatial nnode. and high optical powers. 
[9003] The facets of a semiconductor laser degrade 
catastrophically when ttie optical power der^ity at the 
facet reaches a critical valua Thus increasing the facet 
area is attractive for increasing the power output of 
these devices. However, large area devices fabricated 
using conventional processes tend to be multi-spatial 
nrKxJe due to the strict tolerances placed on the device 
dimensions. Also, conventional lasers arxJ optical ampli- 
fiers are noisy since there are many nrvxies avaQable for 
amplified spontaneous emission. 
PXMMI In view off the foregoing, it would be desirable 
to provide a technique for increasing the area of the 
facet while maintaining a single mode output from the 
semioonductor laser. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTX)N 

[0005] The above and Other objects are provided by 
a planar waveguide laser having a two-cfimensional 
optical wavelength Bragg grating emtsedded within the 
guiding medium. More particularly, the waveguide pref- 
erat)ly includes an active region sandwiched between n- 
doped and p<loped cladding layers. A two-(fimensional 
Bragg grating Is formed at the interface of the active 
region and one of the claddings. Upper and tower elec- 
trodes are defined on opposite sides of the cladding lay- 
ers to completa the laser diode structure As such, the 
two-dimensional grating structure provides frequency 
selective feedback for mode control simultaneously in 
both the fongrtudinal and lateral directions. Thus. tNs 
invention provides a technique for making a laser ttiat 
emits into a large and single spatial mode at a single fre- 
quency. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0006] In order to appreciate the manner in which 
the advantages and objects of the invention are 
ot3lained, a more particular description of th invention 
will t>e rerxJered by reference to specific emtxxliments 
tfiereof which are fllustrated in the appended drawings. 

Understanding that these drawings only depkrt pre- 
ferred embodiments of the present inventfon and are not 
therefor to be considered limiting in scope, th inven- 
tion will be described and explained with additional spe- 
cificity and detail through the use of th accompanying 
drawings in wfuch: 

FIG. 1 is a partially cut-away perspective view of the 
waveguide structure of the present invention; and 
FIGS. 2A-2D are perspective views niustrating a 
method for forming the wave^jkie structure of the 
present inventioa 
FIG. 3 is a redprocal or k space representatfon of 
the two dinrtensional gating of the present inven- 
tfon. 
FIG. 4 is a schematic illijstratir^ the ennirt^k^n 
angles with respect to the 2-D grating and the 
device focefes of the present inventfon. 
RG. 5 is a schematfo of the gratings Qlustrating A) 
grating elements that retain the symmetry off the 
structure, B) tilted grating elements that break the 
symmetry of the structure. 
RG. 6 is a schematic of the laser and grating struc^ 
ture niustrating the tectvuque of rotating the grating 
lattice wHh respect to the facets of the devfoe for 
breaking the symmetry of the structure. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
PflBQPIMENTS 

[0007] The present inventfon Is directed towards a 
wavegukie structure for a semiconcfoctor l^er or optical 
anrpKfier which includes a twcHfimensfonal grating 
structure enfoedded in a semiconcjhjctor laser medium.. 
The wavegukie structure of the present inventfon fias 
txyth exparvied optical mode size and distritxited feed- 
k)ack properties whk:h altows very large optical powers 
and narrow optical emissfon linewkfth. The grating 
structure may also restrict the mode space available for 
amplified spontaneous eniission whfoh greatfy reduces 
the no^ from the laser. 
IpOOSl Turning now to the drawing figures, a 
wavegukie structure for a semkx>nductor laser accord- 
ing to the present invention is illustrated generally at 10. 
The wave^jkie 10 includes a n-doped substrate 12 hav- 
ing a n-doped kiwer cladding layer 14 cfisposed thereon. 
A plurality of attemating layers of semk»nductor mate- 
rial are disposed as an active region 16 on ttie lower 
cladding layer 14. The quantun wells and bam'ers of the 
active regton 16 are lattice matched to the material of 
the sut>strate 12 and tower daddng layer 14. Although 
one skilled in the art will appreciate tttat other senucon- 
ductor materials may substitute therefor, it is presentiy 
preferred to form ttie 8ii)strate 12 and tower cladding 
layer 14 of Indium Phosphkfe (InP) while the alternating 
layers of ttie active regfon 16 ar indium gallium arse- 
nfoe phosphkJe (InGaAsP). 
[0009]    A two^iimensfonal grating 20 is formed in an 
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i^Dper surface of photoresist of the activ region 16. Ap- 
doped upper dadcfing layer 22 Is disposed on the two- 
(fimensional grating 20. A pidoped cap 23 Is disposed 
on the upper cladding layer 22. An upper electrode 24 is 
disposed on th layer 23 while a lower electrode 26 is 
formed on the sitetrate 12. Preferably, the upper clad- 
ding layer 22 is formed of Indium Phosphide (InP) whfle 
the cap 23 is formed of indium gallium arsenide 
atttxHigh other materials may be substituted therefor. 
[0010] As can be seen in FIG. 1, the two-dimen- 
sional grating structure 20 is defined in the plane of the 
longitudinal and lateral directions. As such, frequency 
selective feedback required for rnode ooritrol is provided 
in both the longitudinal direction and also the lateral 
direction. Such lateral mode control allows fatxication of 
devices with mode sizes much larger, than, the jrodo ,. 
sizes of conventional etched ridge waveguide lasers. 
Furthermore, such lorigitufinal niode oorttrol allows fat>- 
rication of devices with single optical frequerKiy charac- 
t^istics. Thus, the waveguide 10 has both expanded 
optical mode size arxf distributed feedk)ack properties 
which enables very large optical powers and narrow 
optical emission linewidth. The two-dimensional grating 
20 may also restrict the avaflablenKxie space for ampli- 
fied spontaneous emssion which can greatly reduce 
noise from the laser. By incorporating large perturba- 
tions in the index of refraction in the waveguide 10, fur- 
ther advantages in noise reduction are realized. 
[0011] Turning now to FIGS. 2Ar2D, a fabrication 
sequence for the waveguide 10 is illustrated. For con- 
venience, the fabrication sequence is illustrated in four 
steps: the grating base growth step iDustrated in FIG. 
2A, the twcHfimensional grating fabrication step illus- 
trated in RG. 2B, the dadifing regrowth step illustrated 
in FIG. 2C, and finally the metallizafion step illustrated in 
FIG. 2D. Referring now to FIG. 2A. the lower cladding 
l^er 14 and active region 16 are deposited on tfie sub- 
strate 12. Preferably, tt^ lower cladding layer 14 and 
active region 16 are grown by a chemical vapor deposi- 
tion process such as metal organic chemical vapor dep- 
osition (MOCVD). As described above, the active region 
16 preferably includes a plurality of alternating layers of 
indium gallium arsenide phosphide (InGaAs^. Accord- 
ingly, the active region 16 may be grown to approxi- 
mately 0.37 micrometerB while the lower dadding layer 
14 is grown to approximately 1 micrometer. 
[0012] Turning now to FIG.2B, the two<fimensional 
grating 20 is defined in a layer of photoresist on top of 
the active region 16. Preferably, one of two techniques 
is employed to expose the photoresist to the twodinften- 
sional grating pattern. In one metfxxi, electron beam 
lithography is used. This metfKxJ is often used in semi- 
conductor processing and is very predsa 
[001^ In the second mettml. an uHraviolet laser 
beam is used to create a higfvfringe frequency interfer- 
rogam on the photoresist In this way, the entire top sur- 
face of the photoresist is exposed to the hologram at 
one fima The orthogonal grating period is written by 

rotating the base stnjctur 90** and exposing the pho- 
toresist a second tima 
[0014] The grating patterns thus formed ar prefer- 
ably transferred from the photoresist into the active 

5 region by chenical wet etching. Typical dimensions of 
etched gratings are SOnm depth, 220nm short period, 
and 660nm long period. Referring now to FIGS. 2C and 
2D, the upper cladding layer 22 is grown on the two- 
dimensional grating 20 pr6ferat)ly t>y a chemical vapor 

10 deposition process such as metal organic chemical 
vapor deposition. The upper cladding layer 22 is prefer- 
ably ^own to approximately 1 micrometer thick. There- 
after, the upper and lower electrodes 24 and 26 are 
defined on the upper dadding layer 22 and substrate 12 

15 respectively by lithography processing. The upper and 
lower , electrodes 24 and 26 form contacts fcr current 
injection into the waveguide 10. As iDustrated. the 
waveguide 10 is suitable for operating in the 1.4 nticron 
region. Although the material system arvJ grating period 

20 must be adjusted for Other operational wavelengtifis, the 
fabrication technique will be substantially the same as 
descra)ed herein. 
[0015] To understand the feedback properties of the 
waveguide 10, consider the k sp^^e representation 

25 (Figure 3) of ttie two<fimensional grating 20. The grat- 
ing supports only two types of lasing modes. In the first 
type of mode, the grating couples the K«. and K waves. 
This is a onedlmensional mode and analogous to the 
mode of a conventional distributed feedback laser. The 

30 second type of mode Is a superposition of four waves, 
1^. KB. ko and KQ ttiat are coupled by ttte grating. This 
is a twDKlimensional mode and Is thus e9q>ected to 
show simuttaneous mode control in the lateral and kxv 
^tufinal directions. The lengtti of the k vectors fbr the 

35 two types of modes is different, which means that ttie 
^atir^g provides two^Bmenskxial feecback at a slightty 
different mvelength than one-dimensional feedback. 
[p016]    It should be noted that the composition and 
thickness of the quantum weOs in the active region 16 

40 may be adjusted to place the material gain peak at the 
wavelength of the twoKfimensk)nal feedback and ttuis 
induce lasing at this wavelength while suppressing the 
one-dimensional mod& 
[0017]    It Should also be appreciated that the output 

45 direction of the emisskm from the waveguide 10 is not 
ak>ng the facet normal, but at angles defined by the k 
vectors inside the semiconductor medium. These 
angles (dotted arrows) and the exterior emissnn angles 
(solid arrows) are shown in Figure 4 

50 [0018]    Emission into Ibur directions is not desirable 
in practice Strong emission into one Erection is pre* 
ferred. KGgh reflection coatings can suppress emission 
from one of the facets. At the other facet, techniques 
that break the symmetry of the twcxlimensional struc- 

55 ture are needed to break the remaining two-fold degerv- 
eracy of the k vectors. Three such metfiods will be 
descried here. 
[P019]    The first method for breaking the degener- 

3 
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acy to "tin" the elenents of the grating with respect to 
the undertying twadimensional lattice, as shewn in Fig- 
lire 5B. The original "not-ti!ted" structure is shown for 
comparison in Figure 5A. Tilting the elements breaks 
the symmetry of the structur since the AB and the CD s 
diagonals in Rgure 3 are no longer equivalent direc- 
tionsw 
[PQ201    The second method for KireaMng the sym- 
metry is to tilt the p contact 24 along one of the k vector 
directions. In this technique, when current is ir^ected io 
into the device, one of the directions sees more gain 
than the other thus breaking the symmetry. 
[q021]    The third method for breaWng symmetry is to 
rotate the grating lattice with respect to the boundaries 
of the devk^e, as shown in Rgure 6. Ttvs configuration 75 
ateo provides the additional advantage tiial the Jight is ^ 
emitted atong the face normal, unlike the other laser 
configurations cBscussed here: This is important for effi- 
dentiy coupling the lasers output emissfon to sin^e 
modefft>ers. 20 
[0022]    Therefore, since, only one direction wfll t>e 
desired in practice, the above symmetry reduction tech- 
niques, atong with the use of appropriate AR andAor HR 
coatings on the fEU»ls, can also h^ select the desired 
direction. 25 
[0023]    Thus, the preserrt invention provides a high- 
power,   single   frequency,   semiconductor laser 
waveguide tunable to the requrements of a particular 
appDcation. Independent control of the laser cavity 
wkfth and length (i.e.. the grating area), control of the so 
grating periods in orthogonal directions, and the ablrty 
to fakjricate gratings with different two-dimensional sym- 
metries provkles fine tuning of the waveguide peribrm- 
ance such as the output wavelength. The present 
invention may ateo provkJe amplified spontaneous ss 
emissfon noise suppression. 
[0(K24]    Although the present invention vnll firxi use- 
fulness in a nunfoer of applications, the present inven- 
tion is particularly well-suited tor fit)eroptic analog linkSk 
satellite communications, and CATV applicatfons. Fur- 40 
ttier, the present invention will find usefulness as a 
pump for eft)ium doped ffoer lasers and amplifiers. 
Moreover, the present invention wiD find usefulness In 
spectroscopy, sensor applfoations. medkal and dental 
applications, and many other processing technologies. 4S 
[0025]    Those skilled in the art can now appreciate 
from the foregoing descrption that the broad teachings 
of the present invention can be irrplemented in a variety 
of fonms. For example, whOe a spedffo semicorKluctor 
configuration has been described, the present invention so 
may be emptoyed in dfferent laser gain environments 
such as chemical lasers, free electron lasers, and cSe 
lasers as well as in the design of optical amplifiers^ 
Therefore, while tfiis invention has t>een descrfoed in 
connection with particular examples thereof, the true 6s 
scope of the invention should not t)e so limited since 
other mocfifications wiD k)ecome apparent to the skilled 
practitioner upon a study of the drawings* specification. 

and folfowing claims. 

Claims 

1. A waveguide comprising: 

an active region; 
a p<toped layer formed on one sMe of saki 
active region; 
an n-doped layer formed on another skie of 
saki active region; arxi 
a two-dimenstonal grating structure formed 
between sakJ active regfon and at least one of 
sakI p<toped layer and saki n-doped layer. 

.2.. The v^egukJe of Claim 1 wherein saki active 
regfon further comprises quantum wells and barri- 
ers lattice matched to said rnioped layer. 

3. The wavegukie of daim 1 wherein saki active 
regfon further comprises alternating layers of 
Indium QalGum Arsenkie Ptiosphkie. 

4. The wavegukie of Claim 1 wherein saki p<taped 
layer further comprises p<ioped Indium Phosphkie 
dadcfing. 

5. The wavegukie of Claim 1 wherein saki n<ioped 
layer further comprises n^ioped Indium Phosphkie 
dadcfing. 

6. The wavegukie of Claim 1 further comprising a first 
electrode disposed on saki p-doped layer and a 
second electrode disposed on saki n-doped layer. 

7. Awavegukiefor a semkxxiductor laser comprising: 

a first electrode; 
a sutistiate disposed on saki first electrode; 
a first daddng layer disposed on said suk>- 
strate; 
an active layer disposed on saki first cladding 
layer; 
a twoKlimensfonal grating structure formed on 
saki active layer; 
a second dadding layer disposed on saki two- 
dimenstonal grating structure; and 
a second electrode (Ssposed on saki second 
cladding layer. 

8. The wavegukie of Claim 7 wherein saki sut)slrata 
further comprises n-doped Indium Phosphkie. 

9. The wavegukie of Claim 7 wherein saki first dad- 
(fng layer further comprises pKioped Indium Phos- 
phkie. 

10. The wavegukie of Claim 7 wherein saki activ layer 
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further comprises a plurality of layers of Indium Gal- 
lium Arsenide Phospfiide. 

11. A metfiod of forming a waveguid conprising the 
steps of: s 

providing a substrate; 
depositing a first cladding layer on said sub- 
strate; 
depositing an active layer on said first cladding 10 
layer; 
forming a tvyo-dimenslonal grating on said 
active layer; and 
depositing a second cladding layer on said 
active layer. 15 

12. The method of Claim 11 further comprising the 
steps of: 

depositing a first electrode on said second 20 
cladding layer; and 
depositing a second electrode on said sub- 
stratOL 

13. The method of Claim 11 wherein said step of 2s 
depositing said active l£^er further comprises lat- 
tice matching quantum wells and barriers of said 
active layer to said first cladding layer. 

14. The rnethod of Claim 13 wherein said step of lattice 30 
matching said quantum wells and t>arrierB further 
corrprises corrtrolling a composition and thickness 
of said quantum wells such that a gain peak of said 
active layer is approximately equal to a wavelength 
peak of said two<iimensk>nal grating. 3S 

15. Themetfiodof Claim 11 wherein said step of form- 
ing said twoKiimenstonal grating further oomprises 
an electron beam lithography process. 

16. The metfiod of daim 11 wherein saki step of form- 
ing saU two-dimensional grating further comprises 
a tiigh fringe frequency interterrogram process. 

40 

50 

55 
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